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Formulas for Positioning at Sea 
by Circular, Hyperbolic, 
and Astronomic Methods

Commander James Collins, NOAA 
Chief, Coastal Mapping Division 
NOAA, National Ocean Survey 

Rockville, Maryland

ABSTRACT
Today’s positioning of a vessel is accomplished by using either hyperbolic (LORAN), circular 

(Raydist), celestial, or satellite navigation systems. The use of these systems with onboard 
computers often has created problems for the navigator and computer programer who is faced 
with a variety of formulas for computing ships’ positions. This report is an attempt to clarify and 
simplify the formulas and procedures required to correctly compute the position of a vessel on the 
high seas.

1. INTRODUCTION

The sequence in which material will be presented is:

• Computation of a long line inverse distance.
• Computation of positions from circular or range-range 

positioning systems.
• Computation of positions from hyperbolic positioning 

systems.
• Sight reduction and computation of celestial positions;
• Solution of positioning problem using any combination 

of the above three systems.
The last item, where the navigator wishes to use a celestial fix 
in combination with electronic navigation systems, is pre
sented so that the navigator will have maximum flexibility in 
using all his positioning information.

Before giving the formulas, a brief discussion of the figure 
of the Earth (ellipsoid) is presented for readers who are 
unfamiliar with the various terms.

2. THE ELLIPSOID 

2.1 General
All computations are performed on an earth ellipsoid. 

Figure 2A shows this ellipsoid and its associated parameters.

The difference in longitude is the angular difference (in the 
plane of the Equator) between planes containing the meridi
ans of the surface points. Some common parameters of the 
ellipsoid that will be used are:

SQUARES OF: 

a2
First eccentricity — b2

a2

a2 b2
Second eccentricity —

b2

a2Third eccentricity — b2
a2 + b2

a2 b2
Fourth eccentricity —

ab

2.2 Reduced Latitude
Geodetic or geographic latitude (<j>, phi) is the latitude 

generally given for points and represents the angle between 
the equatorial plane and the normal (or perpendicular) at the 
point. The reduced and geocentric latitudes (ft, beta, and \p, 
psi) are mathematical quantities given by the relations:

b b2tan ft — — tan <j> and tan \[/ — —— tan <J> 
a a2

The geodetic and geocentric latitude is shown in figure 2B.
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The reduced and geocentric latitudes will be used in 
inverse computations since they simplify most expressions. 
The result of any position computation, however, will be 
geodetic or geographic latitude.

2.3 Surface Lines
Since the Earth is represented by an ellipsoid of rotation, 

any plane that cuts this ellipsoid will produce an ellipse. For 
example, a plane cutting the ellipsoid through the Equator 
will produce an ellipse of intersection with zero eccentricity 
(or circle). A plane cutting the ellipsoid through the poles 
will produce an ellipse with the maximum eccentricity (e). 
Planes cutting the ellipsoid at angles other than zero or 90 
degrees with the Equator will produce an ellipse of intersec
tion with an eccentricity between zero and e.

Plane curvature (curved in one plane only) surface lines 
on the ellipsoid result from cutting the ellipsoid with a plane. 
To calculate the distance between two points on an ellipsoid, 
these plane curve surface lines may be used to approximate 
the geodetic line or "'geodesic” which is the shortest line 
between the points. Two plane curves that are often used to 
represent surface distances between points on the ellipsoid are 
the normal section and the great elliptic.

2.3.1 The Normal Section

The normal section is formed by cutting the ellipsoid with 
a plane that contains the normal (see figure 2) of one-point, 
and goes through the second point. This plane curve is the 
most frequently used, and a full discussion of its characteris
tics can be found in Bomford (1962) and many other texts.

2.3.2 The Great Elliptic

The great elliptic is formed by cutting the ellipsoid with a 
plane that contains the center of the ellipsoid and two surface 
points. Since it is the easiest geometric curve on the ellipsoid 
to compute and since difference between the geodesic, nor
mal section, and great elliptic are rather small, this curve will 
be used to compute geodetic distances on the ellipsoid in this 
report. Computing great elliptic distance between points is 
analogous to computing great circle distances on a sphere. 
Great elliptic azimuths (.Az12, fig. 2) are also similar to 
azimuths computed from great circle computations. For a 
more detailed explanation the reader is referred to Bomford 
(1962) and Collins (1971).

2.4 Inverse Problem
The computation of the distance and azimuth of a line 

between two points is called the inverse solution. The formu
las for solution of the inverse distance by great elliptic 
formulas are given below:

Given: Point one (7^) with Latitude and
Longitude X1

Point two (P2) with Latitude <J>2, and 
Longitude A2

Find: The surface distance from P1 to P2 (5), the
forward azimuth from Px to P2 (Az12), and 
the back azimuth from P2 to Px (Az21).

The forward azimuth is given by:

[tan \p2 — tan \p1 cos AA] cos \p1 
cot Az12 =

sin AA

and the reverse or back azimuth by:

[tan xp1 — tan \p2 cos (— AA)] cos \p2
cot Az21 =

sin ( — AA)
where

b2 b2tan \{/1 = —— tan <J>X and tan xp2 — —— tan <J>2 
az

and, AA = A2 — Ax.

The distance from Px to P2 (5) is a portion of the ellipse of 
intersection and can be found by first determining the geo
centric^ latitudes of points 1 and 2 on this ellipse of intersec
tion (t/q). (See figure 2.)

The geocentric latitudes on the ellipse of intersection are 
given by:

tan \px 
tan if/1

cos Az12
and

tan xp2 
tan \p2

cos Az21

The distance (5) can now be found by the simple calcula
tion of the elliptic integral over the portion of the ellipse 
between Px and P2.

The ellipse of intersection is of dimensions a and b where:

 - bb = b \A + e'2 cos2 J80 2 2Note: a  
b2

and

tan2 /30
a2 |~ tan2 xp1 + tan2 \p2 — 2 tan xj/1 tan \p2 cos AA

slii^AA

The best procedure for finding the distance (S) is to 
compute distance Sx (point P1 to P0) and S2 (point P2 to P0) 
and subtract S2 from Sx:

thus S = — S2

The reason for our using this procedure is that when long 
distances are computed, the quantity S2 becomes positive and 
S1 and S2 are automatically added to give the correct length 
of S.
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There are manv ways to evaluate the elliptic integral, such 
as repetitive incremental summing, the spiral approximation, 
and the classical series expansion and step-by-step integra
tion. Since this last method is the most widely accepted, it 
will be used here.

The formulas for this computation according to Gan’Shin 
(1969) are

S = R0[\p — A sin 2\p — B sin A\p
where

and
a2 - b2
a2 + b2

^ is expressed in radians.

To evaluate the distances and S2, the polar angles 
instead of geocentric latitudes are used.

let
01 = 90° - and 02 = 90° - ?2 

The distance formula now becomes:

Si = ^ sin 2^i — B sin 4«! • • • ]

S2 = /?o [^2 + ^ sin 202 ~ B sin 402 • • • ]
and

S = [S, - S2].

Since we are evaluating distances of a small ellipse, the 
third eccentricity will be:

- a2 -b2
a2 + b2

where
b = byj\ + e'2 cos2

and the average radius of the intersection ellipse is:

*•=yi(««+P)(i - f)

The constants A and B now become:
A m . 21 -q ,A —----- -------- m6 +

4 128

_ m B= 64 +

In summary, the steps necessary to solve the inverse 
problem are:

(where i = 1, 2 and j — 2, 1)

Step Operation Comment

1 AA = A,. - Aj Find difference in longitude.

2 tan \pf = — tan <j>t Find geocentric latitudes for both points.

3 tan Azs; =----------------------------—----------  Compute forward and back azimuths. (Use arctan function
(tan tan xpi cos ) cos xpt that returns azimuth in all four quadrants.)

NOTE: Az21; AA = \1 — A2

5 Az-
4 0- = arctan - Compute polar angles in plane of intersecting ellipse.

tan ^

a Vtan2 + tan2 — 2 tan tan \[/j cso AX
5 = arctan Compute maximum reduced latitude of great elliptic

AA

6 b = 6 V1 + e'2 cos2 ft0 where: e'2 = Compute semiminor axis of ellipse of intersection.

- a2 - b27 m =---------- z=— Compute third eccentricity of ellipse of intersection by second 
a2 + b2 expression.

8 (a2 + b2) Compute average radius of ellipse of intersection.

9 Compute constants for evaluating elliptic integral.

10 Si = Rofti “ A sin 20, ] Compute and S2 (i = 1,2) using truncated formula. 

11 5= [S1 + S2] Add S2 to Sj to get 5 (absolute value).
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This noniterative algorithm will give great elliptic dis
tances to millimeter accuracies for all lengths of line. If the B 
and m3 terms are disregarded, the precision of 1 meter can 
be obtained in the computations, which should be sufficient 
for most positioning problems.

2.5 Programing Considerations
The formulas for computing great elliptic distances given 

here are general and can be easily programed. If sufficient 
regard is given to signs of the angles, the distance and 
azimuths can be obtained directly without resorting to com
puter logic. It is especially helpful to use an arctangent 
function that returns values in all four quadrants. (Evaluate 
numerator and denominator separately.) An example of this 
type of function is the rectangular to polar coordinate conver
sion used by Hewlett-Packard handheld calculators.

For example, if the azimuths are evaluated from a function 
that returns azimuth in all four quadrants, the correct azi
muths from 0 to 360 degrees will be obtained. The sign (±z) 
of the cosines of these azimuths will then determine whether 
the polar angle (6) (fig. 2) is positive or negative. A negative 
value of 6 will result in a negative distance for S1 or S2. If 
one of these distances is negative and the other positive, the 
distances will sum to give the difference between the values 
which for the particular case is the correct value of S. (See 
examples, Appendix A.) If line end points are in different 
hemispheres, the distance is found by subtracting S from 
(II R0) (the meridianal length).

3. CIRCULAR OR RANGE-RANGE 
METHODS

The circular positioning method, where the vessels range 
to two shore stations, will be the first method considered; 
however, the approach will work equally well with hyperbolic 
or circular hyperbolic system. This method of computing 
positions is iterative in that an assumed position is used to 
begin the computation. A deduced reconing or (D.R.) posi
tion should, in most cases, be adequate so that only one 
computational cycle is necessary.

Referring to figure 3: let the deduced reconing position 
be the origin of a coordinate system. The inversed distances 
to circular electronic control station 1 and 2 will be and 
S2, and the azimuths will be Az1 and Az2, respectively. The 
differences between the inversed distances and the measured 
distances (dial reading converted to meters) will be:

A5X = S\ - S1 

A S2 = S'2 - S2

where the primed values are the observed values.

The intersection of the dashed lines of figure 3 thus 
represents the true position of the vessel. The equations of
these dashed lines in slope intercept form will be: 

f
Y = PiX + di 

where - d{ = A^/cos Azi i = 1, 2,. . . station 1 
station 2Pi = —tan Az{

Since there are two equations in two unknowns, a solution 
is possible. The solution will be presented later.

4. HYPERBOLIC SYSTEMS
Hyperbolic position systems such as LORAN and Hi-Fix 

essentially provide difference in distances to two slave sta
tions and one or two master stations.

Figure 4 shows typical hyperbolic geometrv. Where N is 
an integer indicating a lane reading, v the propagation 
velocity, and f the comparison frequency.

— [S0i + So — 51 ]
v

and

N2 — [S02 + So “ S2 ]
v

where V is the lane width at the base line

By definition, "the direction of a hyperbola at anv point 
coincides with the bisector of the angle formed bv lines 
joining the point to a pair of stations’,’ Laurila (1976). Thus 
the azimuth of the L hyperbola at P is:

Az2 = Az2 + (y2)(AzQ Az2)

and the azimuth of the R hyperbola at P is:

A'zi = Az0 -f (1/2)(Az1 - Az0)

Let P be a D.R. position with coordinates 0 and A. Bv 
computing inverses from this assumed point to all three 
stations (master and two slave), the azimuths of the hvper- 
bolas and the theoretical lane readings at the assumed point 
can be computed (N2 & Nx).

Figure 5 shows the geometry at assumed point P. The 
dashed lines represent the observed lane counts (N2 & N[). 
The differences between the observed and computed values 
can now be formed.

A Nt = N[ - Nt 

atv2 = N2 — n2

The differences can be converted into meters by the lane 
width at point P(i):
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f. — r —---------------1 1 sin ( 1/2) oq

AN2 (in meters) = (A7V)2(i2)

AAX = (iVx )(ij)

The intersection of the dashed lines (fig. 5) represents the
true location of the vessel. As before, these lines can be 
expressed by linear equations of the form:

Y = PiX + di

where 
A TV.

d =--------- i = 1, 2
sin Az{

Pi = cot A'zi

Solution of these equations will be presented later.

5. ASTRONOMIC POSITIONING
The entire astronomic positioning computation could be 

fully automated if so desired. However, the partially auto
mated method is used here. This method requires that the 
daily, sidereal hour angle (SHA) and declination (8) be 
entered for each star. It is felt that, in most cases, this 
information must be looked up each day in order to identify 
the star observed. Also it would require an inordinate amount 
of computer storage to file the coordinates of all the stars in 
an ephemeris and compute daily coordinates from a given 
epoch.

5.1 Corrections to Observations
Separate provision must be made for index correction and 

corrections for the Sun, Moon, and planets. These nonstellar 
bodies were not considered, since they are seldom used in 
conjunction with other stars and perhaps should be weighted 
differently in anv case.

The refraction and dip corrections are:

Corn (in min.) = —0.97 [cot H0 + \/h] 

where H0 = obs altitude

h = height of the eye in feet

5.2 Computations
Following is a list of svmbols used in the computation of

position from astronomic sightings:
 

Symbol Data

V Speed of advance (vessel)

C Course made good (vessel)

h Height of eve in feet

Symbol Data

CCD Consecutive calendar dav of first 
observation (1 . . . 365)

<j> & A Assumed position of observer
(D.R. at time of observation)

For each star

GMT Greenwich Mean Time of 
observation

SHA, Sidereal Hour Angle of star

5. Declination of star + iV, — S

H0 Observed altitude corrected for
index error

The first calculation to perform is the computation of the 
Greenwich Hour Angle of Aries (GHAT) for zero hours GMT 
on the day of observation. The Greenwich Hour Angle of Aries 
at zero hours GMT on Januarv 1 is extracted from the Nautical 
Almanac for the current vear. This hour angle is then updated 
to the zero hour of the date of observation bv the formula:

GHAT0 = GHAT0 + 36000°.7689(T) + 0°.000389(T2) 

where:

Consecutive calendar dav of observation — 1 
“ 365.25

Subtract even multiples of 360° from calculated GHAT0. 
The GHAT0 need onlv be computed once per day.

Compute the GHAT at the time of observation.

GHAT = GHAT0 4- (GMT of observation) K

GHAT = GHAT0 + (h + min/60 + s/3600) K

K = 15°. 04107

Using the sidereal hour angle (SHA) of each star given in 
the Nautical Almanac, we can now compute the star’s 
GHA by:

Greenwich Hour Angle Star = Greenwich Hour Angle 
Aries + Sidereal Hour Angle Star

GHA* = GHAT + SHA*

The hour angle of the star is found by subtracting the D.R. 
longitude (in degrees) from the Greenwich Hour Angle (in 
degrees) of the star. West longitudes are positive and east 
longitudes are negative (for celestial computations only).

HA = GHA* - A

It is now possible to compute the altitude (H) that the given 
star would have if it were observed from the D.R. position.

9



sin H = sin <J> sin 5* -f cos <j> cos S* cos (HA)

The difference (in minutes) between the computed and 
observed altitudes is formed by:

AH = (H0 - if) (60);

positive is toward the star from assumed position.

The azimuth of the star (clockwise from north) is:

. sin ( — HA)
tan Az = —--------------------------------------------

[tan — tan <j> cos ( — HA)] cos <p

The signs of the numerator and denominator of this expression 
will place the azimuth angle in the proper quadrant.

6. ADJUSTMENT FOR SHIP’S MOTION
The preceding calculation will give the information neces

sary to plot one line of position (LOP) for each star observed. 
When plotted, these lines of position would be displaced along 
the vessel’s course line due to the motion of the vessel between 
observations. A graphic adjustment is generally made for this 
displacement of LOP’s by advancing or retarding them along 
the vessel’s track.

The advancement of retardation of lines of position to 
reduce all lines to the same instant or epoch can be accom
plished mathematically as well as graphically. In figure 6, the 
vessel’s position at time (q) is represented by the origin of a 
plane coordinate system; the azimuth of the vessel’s course (C) 
and the vessel’s speed (V) are also indicated. In figure 6, 
L0P2 at t2, is shown by the solid line. When this line of 
position is retarded to the epoch of tv it is shown by a dashed 
line labeled L0P2 at tv

The line of position one (LOPj) can be represented math
ematically by an equation of the form:

Y = PlX + dx

where the constants

Pi ~ ( ) tan (Azx)
and,

d i (See figure 6.)
cos (Az^)

If the vessel were stationary during the entire observation 
period, similar equations could be written for each observation 
and the set of equations could be solved to determine the 
position. In most cases, however, the vessel will move between 
observations.

Where V is the ship’s speed in knots and t2 — t1 is the 
difference in time (in hours) between the instant of observation 
for stars two and one, the distance the vessel travels between 
observations is:

SV — V(t2 — t^)

Figure 6 shows the second LOP taken at £2as a solid line 
marked L0P2 at t2. This second LOP must be retarded by 
distance SV2 on course C, if it is to be solved simultaneously 
with L0Pt. This isVsuallv done graphicallv with a parallel rule 
and dividers. Another wav to achieve this retardation of L0P2 
is to replot it using Az2 and AH2 where:

AH2 == AH2 + SV2 cos (C — Az2)

Note: SV will be negative if LOP is retarded.

Plotting L0P2, using Az2 and AH2 will give L0P2 at tx 
(shown by a dashed line). This LOP can be represented 
mathematically by:

Y — p2X + d2
where

p2 = -tan (Az2)

d - A//2
cos Az2

Since there are now two equations in two unknowns, both 
referenced to the same coordinate system, a solution is possi
ble. In general, however, there will be more than two LOP’s.

6.1 Least Squares Solution for Three 
or More Lines of Position

The least squares solution can be performed for all celestial 
fixes. If two stars are observed, there is no redundancy; how
ever, the following least squares algorithm will give an identi
cal solution to the simultaneous solution of the two equations. 
In general when three or more stars are observed, the least 
square solution will provide the best fix.*

As demonstrated previously, the lines of position associated 
with star observations, hyperbolic, and circular systems can be 
written in the form:

Y = pX + d

where

p — cot Az; or p = —tan Az 
let

d = Y axis intercept

X, Y = the coordinates of the
"intersection” of all the LOP’s

n — number of observation

i — 1 • • • n,

*This holds only if there is no bias in the observations. If correc
tions are made to the lines of position, either awav from or toward 
the substellar points of the stars, the correction must be made 
before equations are solved.
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Thus, for n lines of position, or observations, (n) number 
of equations can be written:

PlX - Y= dx

p2X-Y= d2

p3X-Y= d3

Pn*- y=dn

let the following symbols represent quantities indicated: 

[/>il =Pl + P2 + P2 + ••• Pn 

[ft2] =Pl2+P22+P32--- +Pn2 

[ft]2 = (ft + P2 + ft ••• + Pn)2 

\Pidi\ = (Pld 1 + P2d2 + P3d3 + ' ' ' Pndn)

[^i ] = (d\ + d2 + d3 ■ ■ ■ + dn)

The solution to the svstem of equations is:

x »(-)[ft^l + [ft IK I
"\Pi21 - (ftI2

y.  [ft]f(-)ft^j] + [ft2IKI
«[ft2l - Iftl2

Therefore the same algorithm can be used for a circular, 
hyperbolic, or astronomic position determination, or anv 
combination of the three systems.

A better solution to the simultaneous reduction of a num
ber of lines of position is provided by weighting the equa
tions. Weights qq2^ q3 • • • are assigned to equation sys
tems 1, 2, 3, ... , and are computed as follows:

o 250 • 9qx = — sin2 04
ei
< 250 • 2q2 = — Sinz a2
e2

where s02 is reference variance and represents the square of 
the standard deviation of the position determination. Selec
tion of the reference variance will not affect the outcome of 
the least squares solution.

The following sums are formed:

[ft?* I = ft?. + P2H2 + ft? 3 + • • •

[ft2?.] = Pi<h + ft2? + ft2?3 + • •

[ft?il2 = [ft?il2

[ft?«rfi I = P\<l\d\ + ft?2rf2 + ft?3d3 + ' • • 

K?J = rfl?l + <*2?2 + d3<l3 +•••

[?il = ?1 + ?2 + ?3 + ' • '

The solution of X and Y is given by:

x _ [?il[-ft?Wil + [ft?i]K?»]
[ft2?il[?il - tPi?t I2

y _ [ft?iH-ft?Wil + [ft2?ilK?»] 
[ft2?il[?il - lft?il2

The variance and standard deviations of the coordinates 
(X,Y) can be computed from:

e 2 _ s 2[?d
* ° f?iHft2?il - (ft?il2

V ° [?i][ft2?il * [ft?il2 

The covariance is given by:

[ft]S2°XY [?il[ft2?il - [ft?»l2

The major and minor axis of the error ellipse at the computed 
point mav be determined directlv from:

«2 = y2(sx* + V) + v74(V - V)2 + Wy 

b2 = y2(v + Sy2) - vy4(^x2 - -V)2 + 'sat

and the^angle between the semimajor axis of the ellipse and 
the X axis is given bv:

(~)2&
tan 2y =

c 2 c 2

Generally the standard errors in latitude (SF) and longitude 
(Sx) will provide the necessary information concerning the 
validitv of a position determination.

6.2 Conversion of Solution to 
Latitude and Longitude

After the x and y values have been determined, these 
quantities must be converted into differences in latitude and 
longitude. If x and y are in meters, the radius of curvature is 
computed from:

R =-------- — where: e2
1 — e2 sin2 <f>

and

A* = fp 180where: p = ° 

7T

AA = —pcosO: for E long ( + ). 
R

12



If X and Y are in minutes of arc as in the astronomic solution

A <f>= Y 

AA = A cos $,

the computed position of the vessel will be:

4> = <P0 + A<p
A — Aq -T AA

Care should be used if astronomic LOP’s are used in 
conjunction with either circular or hyperbolic systems. The y 
axis intercept is in meters for the electronic system and in 
minutes of arc for the celestial method. Conversion from one 
to the other can be accomplished using the average radius of 
curvature (R).

13



Appendix A

Example: Long Line Computation

Two examples of long line computations are given to 
illustrate the formulas presented. The step number refers to 
the numbers given on pages in Section 2.4.

Example 1:

Given: = 40°00'00.00"N 
= 18°00'00.000"W 

4*2 = 57°06'00.851"N 
a2 = 45°08'40.841"E

a = 6378206.4 m b = 6356583.8 m

Step Value

1. AA = 63°. 14467806

2. ^ = 39°.80850328
^2 = 56°.92252243

3. Az12 = 45°.06275676
Az21 = 274°.8902013

4. 6l = 40°.28161054 
e2 = 03°.178014800

5. /3 o = 57°. 14699203

6. b = 6,362,954.762

7. m = 0.002394070

8. R0 = 6,370,582.863

9. A = 0.000598518

10. Sx = 4,475,056.154
S2 = 352,933.872

11. 5 = 4,827,990.026

True distance = 4,827,989.697 m

Example 2:

Given: <f>x = 40°00'00"N
A1 = 18°00'00"W
4*2 = 49°16'35.187"N
X2 = 02°19/56.359"W

a — 6378206.4 m b = 6356583.8 m

Step Value

1. AA = 15°.66767806

2. = 39 “.80850328 
*P2 = 49 “.08394186

3. Az12 = 45°.01846721
Az21 = 236°.0604368

4. 0X = 40 “.30348800 
d2 = (-)25“.82253819

5. (30 = 57°.17559379

6. 6 = 6,362,944.916

7. m = 0.002395617

8. R0 = 6,370,577.943

9. A = 0.000598904

10. St = 4,477,482.297
S2 = 2,868,153.084

11. S = 1,609,329.213

True distance = 1,609,329.582 m

The differences between the true and computed distances 
can be attributed to the truncation of terms in the series
expansion of the elliptic integral. Additionally, calculations 
were performed using an HP-21 which gives errors beyond 
the ninth decimal place.

The full series expansion for evaluating the elliptic integral
using the geocentric latitude is given below for those desiring
greater computational precision.

Si = R0(6 — A sin 26i -f B sin /\Si — Csin 66{ • • •)

A m . 21 qA —----- -------- m6
4 128

— B — m2
64

r — ^ 3
L — 128 (ft

where Si is the distance along the great elliptic from the pole
of the ellipse to the point, and 6{ is the geocentric polar angle
of the point (fig. 2B).
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Appendix B

Example: Stellar Sight Reduction
An example of the computation of the Greenwich Hour 

Angle, altitude, and azimuth of a star is given in this appen
dix to demonstrate the formulas contained in this report.

Example: The problem given on page 510 of Bowditch is 
used.

Example 4.—During evening twilight on June 1, 1958, 
the 1730 DR position of a ship is lat. 40°39'.2 S, long. 
75°01'.2 E. At GMT 12h31m17s the navigator observes 
Arcturus with a marine sextant having no IC, from a height 
of eye of 38 feet. The hs is 7°55'.2.

Required—The a, Zn, and AP.

Solution—

June 1 Arcturus

GMT 12h31m17 June 1 + ☆ —

12h30m 76° 59'
lm17s 19' ic.

D 6'
SHA 146° 33' R 7'
GHA 223°51' sum 13'

a 75°09'E
corr. (—) 13'

LHA 299°00' hs 7° 55'
t 61°00'E Ho 7° 42'
d 19°24'N

aL 41°00'S

ht 7°14'.0 d difif. 6'
corr. ( + )4'.5

He 7°18'.5 Ad( + ) 10.75 Z S 123°
Ho 7° 42'

a 2471 al 41°00'S
Zn 056°.2 a 75°09'E

Counting January 1 as the first day, June 1 is the 152d 
dav of the vear.

GHAT0 on January 1, 1958 = 100°08'.4

= 100°.140000000

T (for June 1) = 1 = 0.004134155

The Greenwich Hour Angle of Aries for zero hours, June 1 
is:

GHAT0 = 100°. 140000000

+ 36,000°.7689(T) + 0°.000389(T2)

GHAT0 = 248°.9727476 = 248°58'.36

The tabulated value for June 1, 1958, is: 258° 58'.3 
The value needs to be computed only once per day.

Next, compute the Greenwich Hour Angle of Aries at the 
instant of the celestial observation:

GHAT at 12h31m17sZ June 1, 1958

GHAT = 248°.97275 + 12°.52139(15°.04107) =

GHAT = 437°.30784

Subtract 360°

GHAT = 77°.30784

Compute the Greenwich Hour Angle:

GHA* = GHAT + SHA*

GHA* = 77°.308 -1- 146°.55

GHA* = 223°. 858

Compute the hour angle of the star from the plotting longi
tude of: 75°09'£

HA = GHA* — \ — 223°.858 - (-75°.15)

Hour angles measured + (W)

HA = 299°.008

Compute the altitude that the star would have if it were 
observed from latitude 41 °S and longitude 75°09'E.

sin H = sin <j> sin 5 4* cos </> cos 8 cos(HA)

sin H = sin( — 41°.0) sin(19°.4)
+ cos( —41°.0) cos(19°.4) cos(299°.0)

sin H = 0.12720 

H= 7°.306
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The azimuth of the star, when observed from the assumed 
position is:

sin( —HA)
tan Az —

[tan 8 — tan $ cos( — HA)] cos <f> 
OR:

sin( — HA)
tan Az —

tan 8 cos — sin cos( — HA)

tan Az =

sin( —299°.0)
[tan(19°.4) — tan( —41°) cos( — 299°.0)] cos( —41°)

-f 0.87462 tan Az =
+ 0.58384

Since the numerator and denominator of the preceding 
expression are both positive, the angle will be in the first 
quadrant:

Az = 056°.3

the computed altitude of 7°.308 = 7°18'.5, and the com
puted azimuth of 056°.3 checks the values given by Bow- 
ditch.
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Appendix C

Example: Celestial Lines of Position and 
Least Squares Positions Computation

The computation of a position from three celestial lines of 
position is given here to illustrate the formulas in this report. 
Problem number 1707b, page 462 of Bowditch (1962) is 
used.

1707b. The 1800 DR position of a ship is lat. 
27 02.2 N., long. 170°17'.0 W. The ship is on course 
045°, speed 14 knots. During evening twilight the navigator 
observes three stars with the following results:

Dubhe Altair Spica

Time 1815 1821 1830
He 34°45'.2 22°11'.8 47°24'.8
H0 34°51'.3 22° 15'.7 47°20'.4

Az = Zn 331°.5 090°.3 219°.9
Assumed <j> aL 27°00'.0 N 27° 00'. N 27°00'.0 N

A a\ 170°10'.2 W 170°05'.0 W 169°54'.8W

Required.—The 1830 fix.

Answer.—1830 fix: L27°ll'.5 N, 170°00'.5 W.

Ihis example has to be changed slightly to conform to the 
computational format presented in this report. One assumed 
position will be used for all three stars. This single position 
will slightly alter the computed altitude (Hc) and the azimuth 
to the star.

Let the assumed position be:

27° 00' N 
A 170°05'.0 W

The plotting data now become:

Dubhe Altair Spica

Time 1815 1821 1830
Hc 34°42'.72 22°H'.8 47°30'.83
H0 34°51',3 22° 15'.7 47°20'.4
Az 331°.4 090°.3 220 °.0

<#> 27°00' N 27°00' N 27° 00' N
A 170°05' W 170°05' W 170°05' W

The altitude differences in minutes of arc now become:

A Ht = + 8'.5 
AH2 = -f 3'.9 
A H3 = —10'.4

The altitude distances of Dubhe and Altair advanced to 
1830 become:

A— AH1 -f SVcos(C — Azx)
AH[ = +8'.5 + 3'.5 cos(045° - 331°.4)
A Hi = +9'.5

AH2 — + 3'.9 D.48
AH2 = -f~ 5r.38

The equations of the three lines of position advanced to 
1830 are:

Y = +0.5452X + 10.820
Y = +190.984X + (-1027.509)
Y = -0.8391X + 13.576

The solution of this set of equations is found by forming 
the following sums and products:

[p] = 0.545 + 190.984 + (-0.839) = 190.690 

\p2\ = 36475.889

\p\2 = (190.690)2 = 36362.676

fpd] = (5.897 - 196237.779 - 11.392)

= -196243.274

\d\ = 10.820 - 1027.509 + 13.576 = -1003.113

x _ (3)(196243.274) + (190.690)(-1003.113) 
(3) (36475.889) - (36362.676)

x _ 397446.2040 
5.4473064.991

(190.690) (196243.274) + (36475.889) (-1003.113) 
(3) (36475.889) - (36362.676)

Y _ 832191.480 + 11.39
73064.991

The correct or updated position of the vessel now becomes:

<t> = +27°00' + 11'.4 = 27°11'.4 = 27°U'.4 N

A = 170°05'.0 + 5'.4 cos(27°.19) = 170°00'.2 W

This computed ship’s position could be used as the as
sumed position and the solution reiterated. If this were done, 
X and Y values would reduce to zero. Generally, if the 
assumed and computed positions are within 10 miles of one 
another, one iteration will suffice.



Appendix D

Example: LORAN computation
An example of a LORAN-C position computation is given 

here to illustrate the hyperbolic formulas contained in this 
report.

Given:
Assumed Position (P) :<j> = 20°00'.0 N X = 40°00'.0 W

LORAN-C Station Latitude Longitude

Right Station 
Nantucket, MA 41°15'11.98" N 69°58'40.51" W

Master Station
Carolina Bch., NC 34°03'45.61" N 77°54'47.20" W 

Left Station
Jupiter, FL 27°01'57.32" N 80°06'53.71" W

Frequency: 1,000,000 Hertz, Baseline extension delay 
rates:

CD1 = 33000, CD2 = 12000

LORAN Readings: Nt = 35340; N2 = 15060

Compute: Geodetic inverse distances S2, S0, St, S02 and 
*^01 . Also compute the azimuths of the three LORAN stations 
from point P. Using the algorithm given in section 2.4, the
following values were computed:

Point S(Meters) A z (Degrees)

L-M = 2-0 807,401.8 —
R-M = 1-0 1,060,720.8 —
P-R = P-1 3,683,268.2 316°.403
P.M = P-0 4,042,672.7 300°.594
P-L = P-2 4,152,665.2 288°.581

Compute baseline lane widths:

0 Propagation velocity 299691160.
Frequency 1,000,000

2V = 299.69116 m 

V = 149.84558 m
LORAN-C formulas differ slightly from the standard hy

perbolic formulas in that they use a reversed sign convention 
due to the method of numbering lanes. Furthermore, a 
correction function has been developed to correct for the 
long over-water ray paths.

The Defense Mapping Agencv Hvdrographic Center rec
ommends a propagation velocity of 299691.16 km per 
second and the following correction algorithms be used to 
compute LORAN-C positions.

1. Distances over 100 statute miles:

(T > 537 microseconds)

129.04398A7 = - 0.40758 + 0.00064576438(T)

2. Distances less than 100 statute miles: 

(T < 537 microseconds)

2.7412979AT = 0.011402 + 0.00032774624(7)

The formula for computing lane readings is:

N=(Ti+ ATt) - (Tm + ATJ + (Tmi + ATmi) + CD 

Where:

7, =
2
A.

V

Srn_
7 =

2V • 

c_ mi
mi ~ 2V

A7|, A7m, ATmi are given by the correction equations 
depending upon the value of 7.

CD = the coding delay associated with each pair of stations.

In this example the theoretical or computed lane readings 
associated with the assumed (D-R) position are given by the 
following computations:

T = .3683268.2 = 12290.21303 
1 299.691160

4152665.2T9 = = 13856.48212
299.691160

4042672.77n = = 13489.46262
299.691160

70i = 1^7^8 = 3539.37967 
01 299.691160
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„ 807401.8 = 2694.1128302 299.691160

129.04398A t, - 0.40758
12290.21303

+ 0.00064576438 (12290.21303)
A T,= 7.53950 

A T2 = 8.54976 

A T0 = 8.31300 

Ar01 = 1.91448

M02 = 1.38008

N, = (T, + A7i) - (T0 + AT0)
+ (T01 + AT01) + CD,

N, = 2341.27107 + 33000 = 35341.27107

N2 = (T2 + AT2) - (T0 + AT0)
+ (T02 + AT02) + cd2

N2 = 3062.74917 + 12000 = 15062.74917

Compute the differences between the observed and computed 
lane readings.

ANx = 35340 - 35341.27107 = -1.27107 

AN2 = 15060 - 15062.74917 = -2.71917

These differences are converted into meters by multiplying 
them by the expanded lane values.
Where:

X - V _ 149.84558 m
1 sin(YzUAz, - Az0) sin(7°.905)

l, = 1089.54052

l _V___________________ 149.84558 m
2 sin (y2)(Az0 — Az2) sin(6°.006)

l, = 1089.54052 

l2 = 1432.11167

The differences between observed and computed lane values 
converted to meters are:

AA^ = ( —1.27107)(1089.54052) = -1384.88227 

AN2 = ( — 2.74917) (1432.11167) = -3937.11844

Compute the azimuths of the hyperbolic lines passing through 
the assumed (D-R) position

Azi == Azq -f- Azq)

Az2 = Az2 -f" ^fyiAzQ Az2)

A'zx = 300°.594 -h 7°.905 = 308°.409

A'z2 = 288°.581 4- 6°.006 = 294°,587

t
Form equations of lines of position:

Y = pX + d

Y = cot A'z, + -A/Vl
sin A 'z2

Y = -0.795Z 4- 1769.548

Y = -0.458Z - 4329.689

Note: The minus sign preceding 4329.689 is due to the fact 
that lane values increase in a counter clockwise direction for 
the left-hand set of hyperbola. For LORAN-C station config
urations the left hyperbola’s line of position equation is 
therefore given by:

A N2 
Y = cot A z2 —

sin Az2i

The solution of these two equations in two unknowns follow 
the procedure given in Appendix C.

Form the following sums:

N = ~ 1253 

\pA] = 0.841789 

\Pi ]2 = 1.570 

focy = 576.206902 

[rfj] = -2560.14100 

The solution of X and Y is given by:

v _ (2) (-576.206902) + (-1.253) (-25^0.14100) 
2(0.841789) - (1.570009)

X = 18098.63

Y =

(-1.253) (-576.206902) + (0.841789)(-2560.14100) 
0.113569

Y = -12618.86

The average radius of curvature at the assumed point P is: 

6356583.8R (ave) =
1 - 0.006768658 sin2 (20°)

R (ave) = 6361620.821 

The x and y values converted to degrees are:

M = 6S£i <57.2957795, eo,<20° 

AA = 0°.153

-12618.86A <f> = (57.2957795)
6361620.821

A<t> = - 0°.U4
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Tht* computed position of the \essel withnlORAN-C readings 
of A\ = 35340 and A2 — 15060 is:

Oc = 20° -f ( —0°114)

4>c = 19°.886 = 19°53'.

Ac = 40° + 0°.153

Ac = —39°.847 = —39° 50.5

Note: The minus longitude denotes a west longitude.

A slightly more complex but more correct method of calcu
lating the vessel’s position is to assign weights to the respec
tive lines of position. These weights are a function of the lane 
width at the vessel’s position and are easily introduced into 
the solution.

In this example the respective lane widths at point P are:

ii = 14-9:846- = 1089.5 m
sin (7°.905) 

149.846U = = 1432.1 m
sin (6°.006)

Compute Y the axis intercept for the respective lane patterns. 

ix -1089.5
Y, = = 1392.1

sin Az1 sin 308°.5 

u -1432.1
Y2 = = 1575.1

sin Az1 sin 294°.6

Select the largest value as a base value and compute the 
relative weights (q) of the two lines of position by:

Form the following sums:

[ft?*] = (—0.795) (1.3) + (— 0.458) (1) = -1.4915 

[PiW = (—0.795)2(1.3) + (-0.458)2(1)

= 1.0313965

[p^i]2■= 2.22457225

[ptiA] = (—0.795) (1.3) (1769.548) + (-0.458)(1) 
(-4329.689) = +154.1697040

[<fi9i] = (1769.548)(1.3) + (-4329.689)(1)
= -2029.27660

[ft] = 1.3 + 1.0 = 2.3 

The solution of X and Y is given bv

\Pi\m - m

X =
(2.3)(-154.1697040) -f (-1.49150)(-2029.27660) 

(1.0313965)(2.3) - (2.22457)

2672.0757X = 18098.63
0.1476397

+ lPi29i]ldi9i 1Y =

Y =
(—1.4915) (—154.1697040) + (1.0313965) (-2029.27660) 

0.1476397

Y= -12618.86

These coordinates are converted to degrees of latitude and 
longitude difference as before. In this case, the use of weight 
will not change the solution since there are only two lines of 
position.
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Appendix E

Example: Three Point Fix Computation
This appendix includes an example of a three point fix 

computation, to complete the set of formulas necessary to 
position a vessel (Dedrick 1978). Additionally, the determi
nation of the error ellipse at a point is presented for those 
desiring to compute errors associated with a given position 
determination.

Given: (Refer to figure 7)

Left angle = 6X = 27°.791 

Right angle = 02 = 37°.247

The coordinates of the three fixed signals A, B, and C

3000.00 m V —
' A ~ -1000.00 m

0.00 m yb = 0.00 m
xc = -3000.00 m Yc = - 500.00 m

solution:

Compute the base lengths between signals AB and BC.

K = «*4 - Xb)2 + (Ya- W/2 

b, = ((Xc - XB)2 + (Yc - Fb)2)1/2

= 3162.28 m 

b2 = 3041.38 m

Compute the coordinates of the centers of the equal an
circles Yv and X2, T2) f°r angles 01 and 02.

Left circle:

gle 

x = ^a±xb
1 2 + (cos Azba) 

2 tan 61

3000.00 3162.28*1 = (0.31623)
2 1.05408

X1 = 2448.70 m

(sin Azba)
2 tan 0A

r
Y

>
1
 
 
=
=
 
 
H
2346

P
.09 

5
m
2 + Hi <° 94868>

x2 = g I c + (cos Azbc)
2 tan On

X _ —3000.00 3041.38 (_0.i6440)
2 2 1.52067 ’

X2 = -1828.80 m

Yh + Yc
Y2 = (sin Azbc)

2 tan Or,

Y2 = + 2000.03 (0.98639)

Y2 = 1722.81

Compute the coordinates of the observer’s position (X0, T0) 
directly from the previouslv computed values.

2(T2 - K)xo = 2-j2 1 - (« - x2yx)

2(X2 - X,)Y0 = (~) 2~j2 1 (XtY2 - X2YJ

Where:

d2 = (X2 - Xj)2 + (Y2- Yj)2

d2 = (—1818.80 —2448.70)2 + (1722.81 —2346.09)2

d2 = 18685484.21

(XxY2 - X2Yx) = (2448.70)(1722.81)

- (-1828.80) (2346.09)

(XxY2 - X2Yx) = 8509174.24

_ 2(1722.81 - 2346.09)(8509174.24)
0 “ 18685484.21

X0 -567.67

_ (-)2(-1828.80 - 2448.70)(8509174.24)
0 ” 18685484.21

Y0 = 3895.86

The error ellipse at computed point P can now be deter
mined and the errors in latitude and longitude calculated.

Assume for the purpose of illustration that the left and 
right angles can be measured with a precision of ±5°.
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THREE POINT FIX

Figure 7. 
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Compute the azimuths of the lines connecting point P and 
the centers of the equal angle circles (01, 02).

For the left circle the azimuth of the line connecting point 
01 and P is:

(Xq~Xi\
«i = arc tan\y0-yJ

/-567.67 - 2448.70\ 
«i = arc tan V 3895.86 - 2346.09 /

= -62°.8065

The azimuth of the line connecting 02 to P is:

_ /-567.67 + 1828.80\
“2 \ 3895.86 - 1722.81 /

a2 = 30°. 1287

Compute the angle between lines D01 and OxP and 
between lines E02 and 02P.

For the left circle this angle is:

Yi = «i° ~ (Azba - 90°)

Yj = —62°.8065 - (108°.4349 - 90°)

Yi = -81°.2414 

For the right circle the angle is:

Y2 = «2 - (AzBC + 90°)

Y2 = 30°.1287 - ( — 99°.4623 + 90°)

Y2 = 39°.5910

The distance between the equal angle circle, passing 
through point P generated bv angle 9V and 6X plus 5 
degrees is:

bi
\ = . 2. (cos 01 + cos Yi)d0

Z sin*1 01

A 3162.28
1 2 sin2 (27°.791)

|(cos(27.791) + cos(-81.2414)}±^- 

= —658.61 m

Similarly this change of position for the right equal angle
circle resulting from a change of 5° in the angle is:

 

A2 = 0 . J7, (cos ^2 + cos 72)^
2 sin (1,

. 3041.38
2 2 sin2 (37°.247)

|cos(37°.247) + cos(39°-591)) 573-3 

A2 = —567.53 m

Compute the errors in the direction of the equal angle 
circles. (See figure 8.)

Ci = • nr1...r \ where: = ai + 990
sm(/»x - P2)

PI = «2 - 90°

_-658.16
Cl sin(27°.193 - (-59°.871))

e1 = -659.02

a2
62 sin(^x - p2)

-567.53 
62 0.99869

e2 — —568.28

Similarly, the displacements along the equal angle circles 
generated by errors in 6X and 02 of minus 5° are

ex = 659.02

e2 = 568.28

The components of these errors along the X and Y axis are 

eX = (el sin P2)2 + (e2 sin Pi)2

ex2 = [659.02 sin(-59°.871)]2 + [568.28 sin(27°.193]2 

e/ = 392325.57 

ex = dt 626.36

eY2 = (ex cos )S2)2 -f (e2 cos /3X)2 

e2 = [659.02 cos(-59°.871)2 -F [568.28 cos(27°.193)]2 

eY = ±604.08

In this example, the error of ±5° in the left and right 
angles introduced an error of ± 626.36 m in the X direc
tion and an error of ±604.08 m in the Y direction.

The major and minor axis of the error ellipse at point P 
can be computed by first computing:

e\Y — ex2 cos fi2 sin /32 + e22 sin /3X cos /3X

e2y = (659.02)2 cos(-59°.871) sin(-59°.871) + .. •

+ • • • (568.28)2 sin(27.193) cos(27.193)

e2 = -57278.33
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ERROR ELLIPSE

♦ Figuhk 8.
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The major (a) and the minor (b) axis of the error ellipse at 
point P are found by solving the equations:

+ e\ + - ey2)2 + 4y}"2

+ €y2
b2 _ °x

4\CX 2)2 + e|y} 1/2

2 _ (626436)2 + (604.08)2 ((626.36s - 604.082)2
‘ " 2 + -------------- 4-------------

1/2
+ (-57278.33)2

a2 = 378619.75 + 58895.60 

a2 = 437515.34 

a — 661.45 m

b2 = 378619.75 - 58895.60

b2 = 319724.15 

b = 565.44 m

The azimuth of the major axis of the error ellipse is given 
by:

tan OLa = (-) —€jnr
ex ~ a2

, x (-57278.33)tan a = (—) ------- ------------------ L--------
a 392325.57 - 437515.34

tan aa — —1.26751 

«a = “61.7°

The computation of the error ellipse parameters given here 
are general and work equally well for electronic positioning 
systems. In the case of electronic systems the A values are 
the uncertainties of the lane (line of position) values.
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